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We introduce a notion of relative curvature (resp. Euler characteristic) for finite
rank contractive Hilbert modules over CF+n , the complex free semigroup algebra
generated by the free semigroup F+n on n generators. Asymptotic formulas and basic
properties for both the curvature and the Euler characteristic are established. In
particular, it is shown that the standard relative curvature invariant (resp. Euler
characteristic) of a Hilbert module H is a nonnegative number less than or equal
to the rank of H, and it depends only on the properties of the completely positive
map ,T (X) :=ni=1 T iXTi*, where [T1 , ..., Tn] is the row contraction of (not
necessarily commuting) operators uniquely determined by the CF+n -module struc-
ture of H. Moreover, we prove that for every t0 there is a Hilbert module H
such that curv(H)=/(H)=t.
The module structure defined by the left creation operators on the full Fock
space F 2(Hn) on n generators occupies the position of the rank-one free module in
the algebraic theory. We obtain a complete description of the closed submodules
(resp. quotients) of the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn) and calculate their curvature
invariant. It is shown that the curvature is a complete invariant for the finite
rank submodules of the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn)K, where K is a finite
dimensional Hilbert space.
A noncommutative version of the GaussBonnetChern theorem from Rieman-
nian geometry is obtained for graded Hilbert modules over CF+n . In particular, it
is proved that the curvature and Euler characteristic coincide for certain classes of
pure Hilbert modules. Our investigation is based on noncommutative Poisson
transforms, noncommutative dilation theory, and harmonic analysis on Fock spaces.
 2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In [Ar2], W. Arveson introduced and studied a notion of curvature for
finite rank contractive Hilbert modules over C[z1 , ..., zn], the complex
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unital algebra of all polynomials in n commuting variables. The canonical
operators T1 , ..., Tn associated with the C[z1 , ..., zn]-module structure are
commuting. He showed that the curvature invariant depends only on the
properties of the completely positive (c.p.) map
,T (X ) := :
n
i=1
TiXT i*.
Thus the curvature is actually an invariant of certain c.p. maps. Since not
every weakly continuous c.p. map on B(H) is of the form ,T with
T1 , ..., Tn commuting operators, there remains an important question
concerning the extent to which Arveson’s results can be generalized to
sequences of noncommuting operators and their c.p. maps. We will answer this
question in this paper. We should mention that M. Cowen and R. Douglas
introduced a notion of curvature for certain commuting operators whose
adjoints have ‘‘sufficiently many’’ eigenvalues [CD1], [CD2], [CD3]. Our
approach is completely different. We are primarily interested in the non-
commutative and multivariable case when one is given several operators
T1 , ..., Tn under the only assumption that [T1 , ..., Tn] is a row contraction
of finite defect. Our investigation is based on the noncommutative Poisson
transform introduced in [Po9], noncommutative dilation theory [B], [F],
[Po1], [Po2], [Po3], [Po5], [Po6], [SzF] (if n=1), and harmonic
analysis on Fock spaces [Po3], [Po7], [Po8], [APo1], [DP1].
Let CF+n be the complex free semigroup algebra generated by the free
semigroup F+n with generators g1 , ..., gn and neutral element e. Any n-tuple
T1 , ..., Tn of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H gives rise to a
Hilbert (left) module over CF+n in the natural way
f } h := f (T1 , ..., Tn) h, f # CF+n , h # H,
and T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] is a row contraction iff H is a contractive CF+n -
module, i.e.,
&g1 } h1+ } } } + gn } hn&2&h1&2+ } } } +&hn &2, h1 , ..., hn # H.
We say that H is of finite rank if the defect operator 2(T) :=
(I&ni=1 TiTi*)
12 is a finite rank operator, and rank(H) is the dimension
of the range of 2(T ). The Hilbert module H is said to be pure if T is a
C0 -row contraction, i.e., ,mT (I )  0, as m  . We will work in the
category of contractive Hilbert modules over the free semigroup algebra
CF+n . The homomorphisms in this category are the contraction operators
intertwining the module actions. If H is a contractive Hilbert module over
CF+n and KH is a closed subspace of H which is invariant under the
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action of the associated operators with H, then K and the quotient HK
have natural Hilbert modules structures coming from that of H (see
Section 3).
To motivate our definitions of the relative curvature invariant and Euler
characteristic associated with Hilbert modules, let us assume that H is a
pure finite rank contractive Hilbert module over CF+n , and T :=
[T1 , ..., Tn] is its row contraction. In this case, T is a C0-row contraction
and, according to [Po9], the noncommutative Poisson transform
associated with T is an isometry
K(T): H  F 2(Hn)H
with range in F 2(Hn)2(T )H, where F 2(Hn) :=m0 H mn is the full
Fock space on n generators (see Section 2). Under the identification of H
with K(T )H, the position of H in F 2(Hn)H is ‘‘determined’’ by the
angle operators
K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T ), m=0, 1, ...,
between H and the subspaces [mk=0 H
k
n ]HF 2(Hn)H, m=
0, 1, ..., . Let K be another pure finite rank contractive Hilbert module over
CF+n and let T $ :=[T $1 , ..., T $n] be its row contraction. In order to obtain
information about the position of K(T )H into F 2(Hn)H relative to that
of K(T $ )K into F 2(Hn)K, we compare their angle operators. Using the
trace (resp. rank) to ‘‘measure’’ these angles we are lead to the following
definition for the relative curvature (resp. Euler characteristic) of H with
respect to K. The curvature of H relative to K is defined by
curvK(H) := lim
m  
trace[K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T )]
trace[K(T $ )* (Pm I ) K(T $ )]
(0.1)
and the Euler characteristic of H relative to K by
/K(H) := lim
m  
rank[K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T)]
rank[K(T $ )* (Pm I ) K(T $ )]
, (0.2)
if the limits exist. The same definitions are used for arbitrary finite rank
contractive Hilbert modules over CF+n .
A distinguished role among row contractions T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] is played
by the model row contraction S :=[S1 , ..., Sn], where Si , i=1, ..., n, are
the left creation operators on the full Fock space (see [Po1], [Po2], [Po3]).
We recall from [Po4] the noncommutative von Neumann inequality
&p(T1 , ..., Tn)&&p(S1 , ..., Sn)&
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for any p # CF+n (see [vN], [P], [Pi1] for the classical case, and [Po6],
[Po8], [Po9] for extensions).
On the other hand, the module structure defined by S on F 2(Hn)
occupies the position of the rank-one free module in the algebraic theory
[K]. More precisely, the free Hilbert module of rank one F 2(Hn) has a
universal property in the category of pure contractive Hilbert modules of
finite rank. Indeed, it is a consequence of [Po1] that if H is a pure finite
rank contractive Hilbert module over CF+n , then there exist m # N and a
closed submodule M of
F :=F 2(Hn) } } } F 2(Hn)
m-times
such that FM is isomorphic to H. Due to these reasons, among all
relative curvatures (resp. Euler characteristics) of H, the standard one to
study is that relative to F 2(Hn), which we denote by curv(H) (resp. /(H)).
Moreover, if curv(K){0, then one can prove that
curvK(H)=
curv(H)
curv(K)
.
If H is a contractive Hilbert CF+n -module such that its canonical row
contraction T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] consists of commuting operators, then the
natural Hilbert module to compare H with is the symmetric Fock space
F 2s F
2(Hn) with the canonical row contraction B :=[B1 , ..., Bn], where
Bi :=PF s2 Si |F s2 . Indeed, as in the noncommutative case, F
2
s has a similar
universal property in the category of pure finite rank contractive Hilbert
modules over C[z1 , ..., zn] (see [Ar1]). On the other hand, we have
&p(T1 , ..., Tn)&&p(B1 , ..., Bn)&
for any p # CF+n (see [Po9] and [Ar1]). Therefore, in the commutative
case, the standard relative curvature (resp. Euler characteristic) of H will
be with respect to F 2s . In Section 2 (resp. Section 4) we show that
curvF s2 (H) (resp. /F s2 (H)) coincides with Arveson’s curvature (resp. Euler
characteristic) [Ar2].
In this paper we will primarily focus on the noncommutative setting,
although our geometrical approach works in the commutative case as well,
roughly speaking, by ‘‘compressing’’ to the symmetric Fock space. Let us
describe our results more precisely.
Section 1 is devoted to defect operators on Fock spaces and their
Beurling type factorizations. These results will play a crucial role in the
next sections.
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In Section 2 we prove that the limit defining curv(H) exists by showing
that
Curv(H)= lim
m  
trace[(Pm I ) K(T) K(T)* (Pm I )]
nm
=trace[dS I[K(T ) K(T )*] N],
where Pm is the orthogonal projection of F 2(Hn) onto its subspace H mn ,
and dSI[K(T ) K(T )*] N, the curvature operator, is a trace-class operator
which can be seen as a normalized ‘‘differential’’ of the Poisson transform.
Moreover, we find an asymptotic formula for the curvature invariant
Curv(H) in terms of the c.p. map ,T associated with the CF+n -module
structure of H, namely
Curv(H)=(n&1) lim
m  
trace[I&,mT (I )]
nm
.
In Section 3 we present results concerning submodules, quotients of
Hilbert modules, and their curvature. We find significant operator-theoretic
implications of the extremal values Curv(H)=0, and Curv(H)=
rank(H). For example, we show that for pure contractive Hilbert modules
H, the curvature invariant is maximal, i.e., Curv(H)=rank(H)=q, if and
only if H is isomorphic to the free Hilbert module of rank q (i.e., the direct
sum of q copies of F 2(Hn)). In order to understand the structure of pure
Hilbert modules of finite rank, we should focus our attention on free
Hilbert modules of finite rank, their (closed) submodules, and their
quotients. We obtain a complete description of the closed submodules
(resp. quotients) of the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn), and show that the cur-
vature is a complete invariant for the finite rank submodules of F 2(Hn) (see
Theorem 3.2). Similar results hold for free Hilbert modules of finite rank.
We also give a characterization of the closed submodules M of F 2(Hn)
with Curv(F 2(Hn)M)=0 (see Corollary 3.9).
In all the examples considered by Arveson [Ar2], his curvature turned
out to be an integer. We show that, in our noncommutative setting,
Curv(H) # [0, rank(H)] and for any t0 there exists a Hilbert module
H over CF+n such that Curv(H)=t. Moreover, we prove in Section 3 and
Section 4 that there is a path [Mt]t # [0, 1] of closed submodules of F 2(Hn)
such that
Curv[F 2(Hn)Mt]=t and /[F 2(Hn)Mt]=t.
We also show that the curvature is not a complete invariant for the
quotients of the rank-one free Hilbert module F 2(Hn). However, if M1 , M2
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are closed submodules of the free module F 2(Hn)H, then we obtain
necessary and sufficient conditions such that [F 2(Hn)H]M1 &
[F 2(Hn)H]M2 .
For each m=0, 1, ..., define
Mm(T ) :=span[ p } ! : p # CF+n , deg( p)m, ! # 2(T )H]
and
M(T ) :=span[ p } ! : p # CF+n , ! # 2(T)H].
Notice that M0(T)M1(T ) } } } M(T) and M(T) is a finitely generated
module over the free semigroup algebra CF+n . We show that the Euler
characteristic /(H) depends only on the algebraic structure of M(T ). The
main result in Section 4 is that
/(H)= lim
m  
dim Mm(T )
dim Mm(S)
=(n&1) lim
m  
rank[I&,mT (I )]
nm
.
This leads to the inequalities
curv(H)/(H)rank(H).
More results concerning the structure of the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn)
are obtained in Section 4. We show that if M is a finite rank closed sub-
module of F 2(Hn) then /(M)=Curv(M). This result does not remain
true for quotients of F 2(Hn) (see Proposition 4.6). However, if M is a
graded contractive submodule of F 2(Hn), then the Euler characteristic of
F 2(Hn)M coincides with its curvature.
In Section 5 we present a more general result, namely a noncommutative
version of the GaussBonnetChern theorem from Riemannian geometry
[C]. Let H be a Hilbert space and 1 : T  B(H) be a strongly continuous
unitary representation of the circle group T=[* # C : |*|=1]. We call H
a graded Hilbert space with respect to the gauge group 1. A Hilbert
CF+n -modules H is said to be graded if there is a distinguished gauge
group 1 on H such that
1(*) T i1(*)&1=*Ti
for any * # T and i=1, ..., n, where [T1 , ..., Tn] is the canonical row
contraction associated with H.
We prove, in Section 5, the following noncommutative version of Gauss
BonnetChern theorem for graded Hilbert CF+n -modules. If H is any pure
rank-one contractive graded Hilbert CF+n -module, then
/(H)=Curv(H).
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Moreover, we show that there is a weaker form of the GaussBonnet
Chern theorem for arbitrary contractive graded Hilbert CF+n -modules of
finite rank (see Theorem 5.2).
After this paper was submitted for publication, we received a preprint
from D. Kribs [Kr2], which has significant overlap with our paper.
However, our proofs are quite different. The principal overlapping parts
are Corollary 2.7, Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.8, and Theorem 4.1.
1. DEFECT OPERATORS ON FOCK SPACES
Let F 2(Hn) :=m0 H mn be the full Fock space on n generators,
where Hn is an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space with orthonormal
basis [e1 , e2 , ..., en] and H 0n :=C. For each i=1, 2, ..., define the left
creation operator Si by
Si ! :=ei !, ! # F 2(Hn).
We shall denote by P the set of all polynomials p # F 2(Hn), i.e., finite sums
of tensor monomials. Define F n as the set of all g # F
2(Hn) such that
&g& :=sup[&gp&F2(Hn ) : p # P, &p&F2(Hn )1]<.
We denote by An the closure of P in (F n , & }&). The Banach algebra F

n
(resp. An) can be viewed as a noncommutative analogue of the Hardy
space H(D) (resp. disc algebra A(D)); when n=1 they coincide. The
noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra F n can be identified with the
WOT-closed algebra generated by the left creation operators S1 , ..., Sn and
the identity. The algebras F n and An were introduced in [Po4] in connec-
tion with a noncommutative von Neumann inequality, and have been
studied in several papers [Po6], [Po7], [Po8], [Po9], [APo1], and
recently in [APo2], [DP1], [DP2], [DP3], and [Kr1].
We established a strong connection between the algebra F n and the
function theory on the open unit ball Bn of C
n through the noncom-
mutative von Neumann inequality [Po4] (see also [Po6], [Po9]). In
particular, we proved that there is a completely contractive homomorphism
8: F n  H
(Bn), f (S1 , ..., Sn) [ f (*1 , ..., *n ),
where (*1 , ..., *n) # Bn . A characterization of the analytic functions in the
range of the map 8 was obtained in [APo2] and [DP3]. W. Arveson
proved that 8 is not surjective [Ar1] and the functions in its range are the
multipliers of a certain function Hilbert space. In [APo2], [DP3], it was
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proved that F n ker 8 is an operator algebra which can be identified
with Wn :=PF s2 F

n | F s2 , the compression to the symmetric Fock space
F 2s F
2(Hn).
For any word _ :=gi1 } } } gi k # F
+
n , we define its length |_| :=k, and
|e|=0. If Ti # B(H), i=1, ..., n, we set T_ :=Ti 1 } } } Tik and Te :=IH .
Similarly, we denote e_ :=ei1  } } } eik and e_=1 if _=e. Notice that
[e_]_ # Fn+ is the canonical basis of F
2(Hn).
Let H, K be Hilbert spaces. A bounded linear operator A # B(F 2n H,
F 2n K) is called multi-analytic if A(S i IH)=(S i IK) A for any
i=1, ..., n. Notice that A is uniquely determined by the operator %: H 
F 2n K, %h :=A(1h), h # H, which is called the symbol of A, and we
denote A=A% . Moreover, A is is uniquely determined by the ‘‘coefficients’’
of %, i.e., the operators A(:) # B(H, K) given by
(A(:)h, k) :=(%(1h), e: k), h # H, k # K, : # F+n .
We can associate with A a unique formal Fourier expansion
At :
: # Fn
+
U*S:UA(:) ,
where U is the unitary operator on F 2(Hn) defined by
U(ei1 ei2  } } } ei k )=ei k  } } } ei2 ei1 . (1.1)
Since A acts like its Fourier representation on ‘‘polynomials’’, we will iden-
tify them for simplicity. The operator A% (resp. %) is called inner if A% is an
isometry. According to [Po7], when H=K the algebra of all multi-
analytic operators acting on F 2(Hn)H can be identified with
F n  B(H), the WOT-closed algebra generated by the spatial tensor
product of the two algebras. More about multi-analytic operators can be
found in [Po2], [Po3], and [Po7].
Let ,SI be the c.p. map associated with SI :=[S1 I, ..., Sn I],
i.e.,
,SI (X ) := :
n
i=1
(Si I ) X(S i* I ), X # B(F 2(Hn)H).
Define the defect operator associated with SI by
dSI (X ) :=X&,SI (X ), X # B(F 2(Hn)H).
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For each k=0, 1, ..., let Pk be the orthogonal projection of F 2(Hn) onto its
subspace H kn F
2(Hn), and define the operator N # B(F 2(Hn)H) by
N := :

k=0
1
trace Pk
Pk I. (1.2)
Theorem 1.1. Let Y # B(F 2(Hn)H) such that dim H< and dSI (Y )
0. Then dS I (Y ) N is a trace-class operator and
trace[dS I (Y ) N]= lim
m  
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]
nm
. (1.3)
Proof. Notice that
Y&,m+1S I (Y )= :
m
k=0
,kSI [dSI (Y )], m=0, 1, ... .
Since ,SI is a completely positive map and dSI (Y )0, we infer that
Y&,m+1S I (Y )0 for any m=0, 1, ... . On the other hand, since SI is a
C0 -row contraction, we have
lim
m  
(,mS I (Y ) f, f ) =0 for any f # F
2(Hn)H.
Therefore, Y0 and
Y= :

k=0
,kSI [dSI (Y )]= :

k=0
:
|:| =k
(S: I ) dSI (Y )(S:*I ).
Hence, we infer that
(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )= :
m
k=0
:
|:| =k
(PmS: I ) dSI (Y )(S:*Pm I ).
Since dim H<, we deduce
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]= :
|:|m
trace[dSI (Y )(S:*Pm S: I )]
=trace _dSI (Y ) \ :
|:|m
S:*PmS: I+& .
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For any : # F+n , |:|=km, we have S:*Pm=Pm&kS:*. Therefore,
:
|:|m
S:*Pm S:= :
m
k=0
:
|:| =k
S:*Pm S:
= :
m
k=0 \Pm&k :|:| =k S:*S:+= :
m
k=0
nkPm&k .
Now, it is easy to see that
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]
nm
=trace[dSI (Y ) Nm], (1.4)
where
Nm :=P0 I+
1
n
P1 I+
1
n2
P2 I+ } } } +
1
nm
Pm I. (1.5)
Since Y0, trace Pm=nm, and
0
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]
nm
&Y& dim H,
we obtain
0trace[dSI (Y ) Nm]&Y& dim H.
Notice that Nm is an increasing sequence of positive operators convergent
to N. Since dSI (Y )0 and taking into account (1.5), we have
trace[dSI (Y ) N]= sup
m0
trace[dS I (Y ) Nm]
= lim
m  
trace[dSI (Y ) Nm].
Now, using (1.4), we deduce that the limit in (1.3) exists and the equality
holds. The proof is complete. K
Let BI :=[B1 I, ..., Bn I], where Bi :=PF s2 S iPF s2 , i=1, ..., n, and
S1 , ..., Sn are the left creation operators on the full Fock space F 2(Hn).
Define the operator N # B(F 2(Hn)H) by setting
N := :

k=0
1
trace Qk
Qk I, (1.6)
where Qk :=PF s2 PkPF s2 , k=0, 1, ... .
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Corollary 1.2. Let Y # B(F 2(Hn)H) with range in F 2s H, such
that dim H< and dBI (Y )0. Then dBI (Y ) N is a trace-class
operator and
trace[dBI (Y ) N ]=(n&1)! lim
m  
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]
mn&1
. (1.7)
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 1.1. Just
replace S by its compression B. The only difference concerns the computa-
tion preceding relation (1.4). We have instead
:
|:| m
B:*PmB:= :
m
k=0
:
|:|=k
B:*Qm B:
= :
m
k=0 \Qm&k :|:| =k B:*B:+= :
m
k=0
trace Qm
trace Qk
Qk .
Here we used the classical fact that
Qm&k :
|:|=k
B:*B:=
trace Qm
trace Qm&k
Qm&k .
Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we obtain
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]
trace Qm
= :
|:|m
trace[dBI (Y ) N m].
Notice that, since Y0 and Y has range in F 2s H, we have
Y=(PF s2 I ) Y(PF s2 I ).
Clever but elementary counting arguments, which we leave to the reader,
show that
trace Qm=
(m+1)(m+2) } } } (m+n&1)
(n&1)!
. (1.8)
Now one can complete the proof following the lines of the proof of
Theorem 1.1. K
The following theorem generalizes the Beurling type factorization result
from [Po3].
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Theorem 1.3. Let Y # B(F 2(Hn)H). Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) There exist a Hilbert space E and 9 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)
H) such that Y=99* and 9 is a multi-analytic operator;
(ii) dS I (Y )0;
(iii) There exist a Hilbert space E and an operator W # B(E, F 2(Hn)
H) such that dS I (Y )=WW*.
Proof. The implications (i) O (ii), (i) O (iii), and (iii) O (ii) are straight-
forward. Let us prove (ii) O (i). Let M :=range Y12 and define
Ti*(Y12f ) :=Y12(S i* I ) f, f # F 2(Hn)H, i=1, ..., n.
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, dSI (Y )0 implies Y0. Notice that
:
n
i=1
&Y12(S i* I ) f &2= :
n
i=1
( (S i I ) Y(S i* I ) f, f )&Y12f &2
for any f # F 2(Hn)H. Therefore, Ti* is well-defined and admits a unique
extension to a contraction on M. Moreover, [T1 , ..., Tn] is a row contrac-
tion of class C0 . Indeed, for any f # F 2(Hn)H, we have
lim
m  
:
|:|=m
&T:*(Y12f )&2= lim
m  
:
|:|=m
&Y12(S:*I) f &2
 lim
m  
&Y& :
|:|=m
&(S:*I ) f &2=0.
According to [Po1], the minimal isometric dilation of the row contraction
[T1 , ..., Tn] is [S1 IE , ..., Sn IE] for some Hilbert space E and F 2(Hn)
E$M. Define X # B(M, F 2(Hn)H) by X :=Y12 |M . Since XTi=
(Si I) X for any i=1, ..., n, we can apply the noncommutative commutant
lifting theorem [Po1] (see also [Po5]) and find a multi-analytic operator
9 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)H) such that 9*=X* and &9&=&X&. Since
the range of 9* is included in M, we have 99*=XX*=Y. This
completes the proof. K
Corollary 1.4. If Y is an orthogonal projection in Theorem 1.3, then 9
can be chosen to be an inner multi-analytic operator.
In particular, we can obtain a new proof for the characterization of all
invariant subspaces under each S1 I, ..., Sn I (see [Po2]).
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Corollary 1.5. Let 9 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)H) be a multi-analytic
operator with its Fourier representation
9t :
: # Fn
+
U*S:UW(:) ,
where W(:) # B(E, H). If dim H<, then dSI (99*) N is a trace-class
operator and
trace[dS I (99*) N]= :
: # Fn
+
:

k=1
1
n |:|
&W(:) vk &2, (1.9)
where [vk]k=1 in an orthonormal basis of E and N is given by (1.2).
Proof. Since 9 commutes with each S1 I, ..., Sn I, we have dSI (99*)
0 and dSI (99*) N=9(P0 IE) 9*N. According to Theorem 1.1,
dSI (99*) N is a trace-class operator. Moreover, we have
trace[dSI (99*) Nm]= :

k=1
&N 12m 9(1vk)&
2,
where [vk]k=1 in an orthonormal basis of E and Nm is given by (1.5). On
the other hand, since 9(1vk)=: # Fn+ e: W(:) vk , we infer that
trace[dS I (99*) Nm]= :

k=1
:
|:| m
1
n |:|
&W (:)vk&2,
and relation (1.9) follows. The proof is complete. K
2. CURVATURE INVARIANT FOR HILBERT MODULES
Let us recall from [Po9] some basic results concerning noncommutative
Poisson transforms associated with row contractions. The Poisson Kernel
[Kr(T)]0<r1 associated with a row contraction T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] is the
family of contractions
Kr(T): H  F 2(Hn)H
defined by
Kr(T) h= :
# # Fn
+
e#  (r |#| 2r(T ) T#*h),
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where 2r(T) :=(IH&ni=1 r
2TiTi*)12. We denote 2r :=2r(T) and 2 :=21 .
Since [ |:|=m T:T:*]m=0 is a decreasing sequence of positive operators
and
&Kr(T) h&2=\IH& limm   :|:|=m r
2mT: T:*+ h, h ,
the operator Kr(T ) is an isometry if 0<r<1 and K(T) :=K1(T ) is a
contraction with K(T )* K(T )=IH&,T (I ) where
,T (I ) := lim
m  
:
|:|=m
T:T:*
exists in the WOT topology. Moreover, K(T ) is an isometry if and only if
T is a C0-row contraction, i.e., limm    |:|=m T:T:*=0. For each
0<r1 and : # F+n , we have
(S:*I ) Kr(T) h=r |:|Kr(T) T:*h. (2.1)
Hence, if 0<r<1, then
Kr(T )* [S:S;*I] Kr(T)=r |:|+|;|T: T;*, (2.2)
for every :, ; # F+n .
Let C*(S1 , ..., Sn) be the C*-algebra generated by S1 , ..., Sn , the exten-
sion through compacts of the Cuntz algebra On (see [Cu]). The Poisson
Transform associated with T=[T1 , ..., Tn] is the linear map
8T : C*(S1 , ..., Sn)  B(H)
defined by 8T ( f )= lim
r  1
Kr(T)* [ fI] Kr(T )
(in the uniform topology of B(H)). It follows from (2.2) that the linear
map 8T is unital, completely contractive, and for every :, ; # F+n ,
8T (S:S;*)=T:T;*.
In the particular case when TiTj=TjTi , 1i, jn, the result remains
true if we replace the left creation operators Si , 1in, by their compres-
sions to the symmetric Fock space F 2s /F
2(Hn). Indeed, this follows from
(2.2) if we take into account that F 2s is invariant to S i* , 1in, and the
Poisson kernel Kr(T ) takes values in F 2s H. We refer to [Po9] for more
information on noncommutative Poisson transforms. The commutative
case was also considered by Arveson in [Ar1].
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Theorem 2.1. If T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] is a row contraction of class C0 with
Ti # B(H), then there exist a Hilbert space E and an inner multi-analytic
operator 8 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)2H) such that
(I&K(T ) K(T )*) |F 2(Hn)2H=88*. (2.3)
Moreover, 8 is uniquely determined up to a unitary diagonal operator.
Proof. Since T is of class C0 , K(T ) is an isometry. Due to the definition
of the Poisson kernel associated with T and (2.1), we have
(S i* I2H ) K(T ) h=K(T) T i*h, h # H,
therefore, the subspace range K(T )F 2(Hn)2H is invariant under each
S i* I2H , i=1, ..., n. According to Theorem 2.2 from [Po2], there exist a
Hilbert space E and an inner multi-analytic operator 8 # B(F 2(Hn)E,
F 2(Hn)2H) such that ker K(T )*=8(F 2(Hn)E). Therefore, (2.3)
holds.
Suppose now that there is another 81 # B(F 2(Hn)E1 , F 2(Hn)2H)
such (2.3) holds. Then 88*=8181* and, taking into account that 8
and 81 are multi-analytic operators, we infer that 8(P0 IE) 8*=
81(P0 IE1) 81* and hence &(P0 IE) 8*k&
2=&(P0 IE1) 81*k&
2 for
any k # F 2(Hn)2H. Define the unitary operator C # B(E, E1) by
C[(P0 IE) 8*k]=(P0 IE1) 81*k. Hence, 81C | 1E=8 | 1E . Since
8, 81 are multi-analytic, we deduce 81(IC)=8. Therefore, 8 coincides
with 81 , and the proof is complete. K
Let us show that if MF 2(Hn) is a proper closed invariant subspace
under each S1 , ..., Sn , and
T= :=[PM= S1 | M= , ..., PM=Sn | M=], (2.4)
then the multi-analytic operator 8 satisfying relation (2.3) coincides with
the characteristic function (see [Po2] for the definition) associated with
the row contraction T= . A simple computation shows that the Poisson
kernel K(T=) associated with T= can be identified with the injection of M=
into F 2(Hn), via a unitary operator U : F 2(Hn)2(T=) M=  F 2(Hn) inter-
twining the projections Pm I2(T=)M= and Pm . Therefore, K(T=) K(T=)*
can be identified with the orthogonal projection PM= . According to (2.3),
we have M=8(F 2(Hn)E), where 8 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn) is an inner
multi-analytic operator. Morerover, 8 is purely contractive, i.e., &(P0 IH)
8(1k)&<&1k& for any k # E. According to Theorem 3.4 from [Po2],
the characteristic function associated with T= coincides with 8, which
proves our assertion. Since any pure rank-one contractive Hilbert module
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over CF+n has its row contraction of the form (2.4), we sometimes call 8
(satisfying (2.3)) the characteristic function of H.
Now we show that the result of Theorem 2.1 can be extended to
arbitrary row contractions.
Theorem 2.2. If T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] is a row contraction with Ti # B(H),
1in, then there exist a Hilbert space E and a multi-analytic operator
8 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)2H) such that
(I&K(T ) K(T )*) | F 2(Hn)2H=88*. (2.5)
Proof. According to the definition of the Poisson kernel [Kr(T )]0<r1
we have
Kr(T)* (e; h)=r |;|T; 2r h, ; # F+n , h # H.
Since
lim
r  1
Kr(T )* (e; h)=K(T )* (e; h)
and &Kr(T )&1, we infer that
WOT&lim
r  1
Kr(T ) Kr(T)*=K(T ) K(T )*. (2.6)
For each 0<r<1, define Dr :=I&Kr(T) Kr(T)*. According to (2.1), the
range of Kr(T ) is invariant under each S 1* I, ..., S n* I. On the other
hand, Kr(T ) is an isometry if 0<r<1. Therefore, Dr is the orthogonal pro-
jection of F 2(Hn)H onto ker Kr(T )*, and Dr(Si I ) Dr=(Si I ) Dr
for any i=1, ..., n. Now, it is easy to see that
:
n
i=1
(S i I ) Dr(S i* I )=Dr _ :
n
i=1
(Si I ) Dr(S i* I )& Dr
Dr \ :
n
i=1
S iS i* I+ DrDr .
Hence, dSI (Dr)0 for any 0<r<1. Define Gr :=PF2(Hn)2HDr | F2(Hn)2H ,
where PF 2(Hn)2H is the orthogonal projection of F
2(Hn)H onto
F 2(Hn)2H. Since F 2(Hn)2H is reducing for each Si I, i=1, ..., n,
we have
:
n
i=1
(S i I2H) Gr(S i* I2H)
=PF 2(Hn)2H _ :
n
i=1
(Si I ) Dr(S i* I )& } F 2(Hn)2H
Gr .
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Since the range of K(T ) is included in F 2(Hn)2H, relation (2.6) implies
WOT& lim
r  1
Gr=Y :=(I&K(T ) K(T )*)|F 2(Hn)2H .
Letting r  1 in the latter inequality, we obtain
:
n
i=1
(S i I2H) Y(S i* I2H )Y.
Applying Theorem 1.3 to the operator Y # B(F 2(Hn)2H), we find a
Hilbert space E and a multi-analytic operator 8 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)
2H) such that Y=88*. This completes the proof. K
Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert module over CF+n and
T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be its row contraction. The curvature operator associated
with H is defined as being the operator
dSI[K(T ) K(T )*] N # B(F 2(Hn)H),
where N is given by (1.2). One can think of it as a normalized ‘‘differential’’
of the Poisson transform.
In what follows we show that the curvature operator is trace-class, and
its trace agrees with the curvature invariant of H. We need to recall the
following elementary result. If [am]m1 and [bm]m1 are respectively non-
negative and positive sequences such that m=1 bm= and limm  
am
bm
=L, then
lim
m  
a1+a2+ } } } +am
b1+b2+ } } } +bm
=L.
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert module H over
CF+n and T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be its canonical row contraction. Then
Curv(H)= lim
m  
trace [(Pm I ) K(T) K(T)* (Pm I )]
nm
=trace[dSI[K(T ) K(T )*] N].
Proof. According to Theorem 2.2, there exists 9 # B(F 2(Hn)E,
F 2(Hn)H), a multi-analytic operator with range in F 2(Hn)2H and
such that
K(T) K(T)*=PF 2(Hn)2H&99*. (2.7)
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Hence, we have
trace[(Pm I ) K(T ) K(T )* (Pm I )]
nm
=rank(H)&
trace[(Pm I ) 99*(Pm I )]
nm
. (2.8)
Since 9 is multi-analytic operator, it is clear that dSI (99*)0. Since H
is a finite rank contractive module, the range of 2 is finite dimensional. On
the other hand, the range of 9 is in F 2(Hn)2H, so that we can apply
Theorem 1.1 to Y=99*. We find that dSI (99*) N is a trace-class
operator and
trace[dSI (99*) N]= lim
m  
trace[dSI (99*) Nm]
= lim
m  
trace[(Pm I ) 99*(Pm I )]
nm
. (2.9)
Using relations (2.8) and (2.9), we infer that the limit in the theorem exists.
On the other hand, taking into account (2.7), we deduce
dSI[K(T ) K(T )*] Nm=P0 P2H&dSI (99*) Nm .
From (2.8) and (1.4) we infer that
trace[(Pm I ) K(T) K(T)* (Pm I )]
nm
=rank(H)&trace[dSI (99*) Nm]
=trace[P0 P2H&dS I (99*) Nm]
=trace[dS I (K(T ) K(T )*) Nm].
Letting m  , we obtain the second equality in the theorem. Now, notice
that the Poisson transform associated with S :=[S1 ..., Sn] can be identified
with the identity on F 2(Hn). According to the definition (0.1), we have
Curv(H)= lim
m  
trace[K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T )]
trace(Pm)
= lim
m  
mk=0 trace[K(T )* (Pk I ) K(T )]
1+n+n2+ } } } +nm
.
Using the elementary result preceding the theorem, we complete the proof.
K
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Our commutative version of Theorem 2.3 is the following.
Corollary 2.4. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert module H
over CF+n such that its canonical row contraction T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] consists
of commuting operators. Then
CurvF s2 (H)=(n&1)! limm  
trace[(Pm I ) K(T) K(T)* (Pm I )]
mn&1
=trace[dBI[K(T) K(T)*] N ], (2.10)
where N is given by (1.6).
Proof. Since F 2s is invariant under S1* , ..., Sn*, a simple computation
shows that the Poisson kernel K(B) associated with B can be identified
with the injection of F 2s into F
2(Hn), via a unitary operator U: F 2(Hn)
2(B) F 2s  F
2(Hn) intertwining the projections Pm I2(B) Fs2 and Pm .
Therefore, K(B) K(B)* can be identified with PF s2 and we have
trace[(Pk I ) K(B) K(B)* (Pk I )]=trace[Pk PF s2 Pk]
=trace[PF s2 PkPF s2 ],
for any k=0, 1, ... . Setting Qk :=PF s2 Pk PF s2 and using the definition (0.1),
we have
CurvF s2 (H)= limm  
mk=0 trace[(Pk I ) K(T ) K(T )* (Pk I )]
mk=0 trace[(Pk I ) K(B) K(B)* (Pk I )]
= lim
m  
mk=0 trace[(Pk I ) K(T ) K(T )* (Pk I )]
mk=0 trace Qk
. (2.11)
According to the elementary result preceding Theorem 2.3, to show that
the latter limit exists and the first equality in the theorem holds, it is
enough to prove that
lim
m  
trace[(Pm I ) K(T) K(T )* (Pm I )]
trace Qm
(2.12)
exists. Since T1 , ..., Tn are commuting operators, it is easy to see that the
range of K(T ) K(T )* is contained in F 2s H. Hence
K(T) K(T)*=(PF s2 I ) K(T ) K(T )* (PF s2 I ),
and relation (2.7) becomes
K(T ) K(T )*=PFs22H&(PF s2 I ) 99*(PF s2 I ), (2.13)
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where 9 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)H) is a multi-analytic operator with
range in F 2(Hn)2H. Hence, we deduce a commutative analogue of
(2.8), namely
trace[(Pm I ) K(T ) K(T )* (Pm I )]
trace Qm
=rank(H)&
trace[(Pm I ) Y(Pm I )]
trace Qm
, (2.14)
where Y :=(PF s2 I ) 99*(PF s2 I ) has range in F
2
s 2H. Since 9 in a
multi-analytic operator and F 2s is invariant under S1* , ..., Sn* , we infer that
dBI (Y )=(PF s2 I ) 9(P0 IE) 9*(PF s2 I )
is a positive operator. Applying Corollary 1.2 to the operator Y, and letting
m   in (2.14), we infer that the limit (2.12) exists and the first equality
in (2.10) holds. Moreover, we deduce
CurvF s2 (H)=rank(H)&trace[dBI (Y ) N ]. (2.15)
According to (2.13), an easy computation shows that
trace[dBI[K(T ) K(T )*] N ]=rank(H)&trace[dBI (Y ) N ].
Combining this with 2.15, we complete the proof. K
Corollary 2.5. For any finite rank contractive Hilbert module H over
CF+n ,
0Curv(H)rank(H).
Now we can use Theorem 2.3, Corollary 2.4, and Corollary 1.5 to obtain
a formula for the curvature invariant of H in terms of its ‘‘characteristic
function.’’
Corollary 2.6. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert module H
over CF+n and T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be its row contraction. If 8 # B(F
2(Hn)E,
F 2(Hn)2H) is a multi-analytic operator satisfying (2.5), then
Curv(H)=rank(H)&trace[8(P0 IE) 8*N]
=rank(H)& :
: # Fn
+
:

k=1
1
n |:|
&W(:) vk&2,
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where [W(:)]: # Fn+ are the coefficients of the Fourier representation of 8, and
[vk]k=1 in an orthonormal basis of E. Moreover, if T1 , ..., Tn are commuting
operators, then
CurvF s2 (H)=rank(H)&trace[(PF s2 I ) 8(P0 IE) 8*(PF s2 I ) N ].
Now we show that the curvature depends only on the properties of
certain c.p. maps. Notice that if H is contractive and finite rank then
I&,mT (I ) is a positive finite rank operator for any m=1, 2, ... .
Corollary 2.7. For every finite rank contractive Hilbert module H
over CF+n ,
Curv(H)=(n&1) lim
m  
trace[I&,mT (I )]
nm
, (2.16)
where ,T is the completely positive map associated with H.
Proof. Using the properties of the noncommutative Poisson kernel
associated with T, we obtain
K(T )* \ :
|:| =m
S:S:*I+ K(T )= :
|:|=m
T:(I&,T (I )) T:*
= :
|:| =m
T:T:*&,T (I ).
This implies
K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T )=K(T )* \ :|:|=m S:S:*I& :|:| =m+1 S: S:*I+ K(T )
= :
|:|=m
T:T:*& :
|:|=m+1
T:T:*
=,mT \(I& :
n
i=1
TiTi*+=,mT (2(T )2).
Using Theorem 2.3, we infer that
Curv(H)= lim
m  
trace [ mk=0 ,
k
T (2(T )
2)]
1+n+n2+ } } } +nm
.
Since I&,m+1T (I)=
m
k=0 ,
k
T (2(T)
2), the relation (2.16) follows. This
completes the proof. K
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The following result shows that, in the commutative case, CurvF s2 (H)
coincides with Arveson’s curvature [Ar2].
Corollary 2.8. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert module H
over CF+n such that its canonical row contraction T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] consists
of commuting operators. Then
CurvF s2 (H)=n! limm  
trace[I&,m+1T (I )]
mn
, (2.17)
where ,T is the completely positive map associated with H.
Proof. Using the proof of Corollary 2.7 and relation (2.11) from
Corollary 2.4, we infer that
CurvF s2 (H)= limm  
trace[I&,m+1T (I )]
mk=0 trace Qk
.
Using (1.8), an induction argument shows that
:
m
k=0
trace Qk=
(m+1)(m+2) } } } (m+n)
n!
.
The result follows. K
Corollary 2.7 implies that for every finite rank contractive Hilbert
modules H and K over CF+n ,
Curv(HK)=Curv(H)+Curv(K).
In particular, if K is finite dimensional, then
Curv(HK)=Curv(H).
3. SUBMODULES, QUOTIENTS, AND THEIR CURVATURE
Let H be a contractive Hilbert CF+n -module and T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be its
canonical row contraction. If MH is a closed submodule of H, then its
canonical row contraction is
TM :=[T1 | M , ..., Tn | M].
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The natural Hilbert CF+n -module structure of the quotient HM is
isomorphic to the Hilbert module structure on M= :=HM defined by
the row contraction
[PM= T1 | M= , ..., PM= Tn | M=].
While quotients of a finite rank contractive Hilbert module have always
finite rank, closed submodules need not necessarily have finite rank (see the
example following Theorem 3.2). In the commutative case, Arveson [Ar2]
proved that if H0 is a closed submodule of H with finite codimension then
both H0 and H have the same curvature. This is not true in the noncom-
mutative case. However, we can prove the following sharp inequality.
Theorem 3.1. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert CF+n -module
and let M be a closed submodule of H such that dim(HM)<. Then M
has finite rank and
|Curv(H)&Curv(M)|(n&1) dim(M=). (3.1)
Proof. Let T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be the canonical row contraction associated
with H. Since M is invariant to each Ti , i=1, ..., n, we have
rank(M)=rank \PM& :
n
i=1
Ti PMTi*+ .
On the other hand, since
PM& :
n
i=1
TiPMTi*=IH& :
n
i=1
TiTi*&PM=+,T (PM=),
and rank(PM=)<, it is easy to see that rank(M)<. Notice that
trace[IM&,mTM(IM)]=trace[PM&,
m
T (PM)]
trace[IH&,mT (IH)]+trace (PM=)
+trace[,mT (PM=)].
Similarly, since
IH&,mT (IH)=PM&,
m
T (PM)+PM=&,
m
T (PM=),
we have
trace[IH&,mT (IH)]trace[IM&,
m
TM
(IM)]
+trace (PM=)+trace[,mT (PM=)].
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Therefore,
|trace[IH&,mT (IH)]&trace[IM&,
m
TM
(IM)]|
trace (PM=)+trace[,mT (PM=)].
Since ,mT (PM=)= |:|=mT:PM= T:* is a positive contraction we have
trace[,mT (PM=)]n
m trace (PM=).
These inequalities show that
}
trace[IH&,mT (IH)]
nm
&
trace[IM&,mTM(IM)]
nm }
nm+1
nm
trace (PM=).
Taking into account Corollary 2.7 and letting m  , the result follows.
An example showing that the inequality (3.1) is sharp will be given after
the next theorem. This completes the proof. K
A complete description of the invariant subspace structure of F n was
obtained in [Po2, Theorem 2.2] (even in a more general setting). A sub-
space M of F 2(Hn) is invariant under each S1 , ..., Sn if and only if M=
j # J U*.jU[F 2(Hn)], for some sequence [.j # F n : j # J] of isometries
with orthogonal ranges (see also [Po7]), where U is defined by (1.1).
Denote .~ :=U.. In what follows we characterize the finite rank sub-
modules of the rank-one free module F 2(Hn) an show that the curvature is
a complete invariant for them.
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a closed submodule of F 2(Hn). Then M has
finite rank if and only if there exists a sequence .1 , ..., .k , k # N, of
orthogonal inner operators in F n such that
M=[F 2(Hn).~ 1] } } } [F 2(Hn).~ k]. (3.2)
Moreover,
Curv(M)=rank(M)=k.
In particular, if M, N are finite rank closed submodules of F 2(Hn), then
M&N if and only if
Curv(M)=Curv(N). (3.3)
Proof. Since M is an invariant subspace under each Si , i=1, ..., n, there
exists a sequence of orthogonal inner operators [.j] j # J in F n such that
PM= :
j # J
R.~ j R*.~ j , (3.4)
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where R.~ j :=U*.(S1 , ..., Sn) U is the right multiplication operator by .~ j .
The canonical contraction associated with M is [S1 | M , ..., Sn | M] and its
defect operator 2M satisfies 22M :=(IF2(Hn)&
n
i=1 SiPMS i*)| M . According
to [Po7], each R.~ j is in the commutant of [S1 , ..., Sn]. Therefore
22M=\ :
n
i=1
R.~ j P0R*.~ j+ }M , (3.5)
where P0 is the orthogonal projection of F 2(Hn) on the constants. Since R.~ j
are isometries with orthogonal ranges, relations (3.4), (3.5) imply that the
range of 2M is equal to the span of the orthogonal vectors [.j] j # J 
F 2(Hn). Therefore, rank(M)=card(J).
Assume now that rank(M)=k. We have
IM&,mM(IM)=\I& :
|:|=m
S:PMS:*+ }M
=_I& :
k
j=1
R.~ j \ :
|:|=m
S: S:*+ R*.~ j& }M
=_ :
k
j=1
R.~ j Pm&1R*.~ j& }M .
Therefore,
trace[IM&,mM(IM)]=trace \ :
k
j=1
R.~ j Pm&1R*.~ j+
=trace \ :
k
j=1
Pm&1R*.~ j R.~ j+
=k trace(Pm&1)
=k(1+n+ } } } +nm&1).
Hence, we infer that
(n&1)
trace[IM&,mM(IM)]
nm
=
k(nm&1)
nm
.
Using Corollary 2.7 and letting m  , we obtain Curv(M)=k=
rank(M).
Assume now that M, N are finite rank closed submodules of F 2(Hn). If
M&N, then it is clear that (3.3) holds. Conversely, if (3.3) holds, then we
have rank(M)=rank(N). Therefore, the defect spaces associated with the
row contractions [S1 | M , ..., Sn | M] and [S1 | N , ..., Sn | N] have equal
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dimensions. According to the noncommutative Wold decomposition from
[Po1], there exists a unitary operator U # B(M, N) such that U(S i | M)=
(Si | N) U for any i=1, ..., n. This shows that M&N. The proof is
complete. K
Let us remark that there are plenty of Hilbert submodules of F 2(Hn), n2,
with infinite rank and codimension. Take for example M=j=1 [F
2(Hn)
e2 e j1]. On the other hand, the inequality (3.1) is sharp because if
M=[F 2(Hn)e1] } } } [F 2(Hn)en],
then, according to Theorem 3.2, Curv(M)=n and we have equality in
(3.1).
Corollary 3.3. Suppose n2.
(i) If M is a proper closed submodule of finite codimension in F 2(Hn),
then rank(M)2.
(ii) There exists a closed submodule M of infinite codimension in
F 2(Hn) such that rank(M)=Curv(M)=1.
Proof. Assume rank(M)=1. According to Theorem 3.2, there exists an
inner element in F n such that M=F
2(Hn).~ 1. Since M is proper, .1 is
not unitary. According to [DP1] the range of .1(S1 , ..., Sn) has infinite
codimension. This contradicts the hypothesis, and completes the proof of
(i). As for (ii), notice that M :=F 2(Hn)e1 satisfies the requirements. The
proof is complete. K
If H is a Hilbert module over CF+n and K is a Hilbert space of dimen-
sion q, then the Hilbert tensor product HK can be made into a Hilbert
CF+n -module which is isomorphic to to the direct sum of q copies of the
Hilbert module H. Indeed, define the action of p # CF+n on an element
hk # HK by
p } (hk) :=p(T1 , ..., Tn) hk
and extend it by linearity. We call F 2(Hn)K the free Hilbert module of
rank q. Notice that its row contraction is [S1 IK , ..., Sn IK].
We should mention that Theorem 3.2 can be generalized to free Hilbert
modules of arbitrary finite rank. The proof is similar and uses from [Po2]
the characterization of the invariant subspaces under S1 I, ..., Sn I.
Theorem 3.4. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert module. Then
H is isomorphic to a finite rank free Hilbert module F 2(Hn)K, where K
is finite dimensional, if and only is H is pure and Curv(H)=rank(H).
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Proof. Let T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be the row contraction associated with H
and assume Curv(H)=rank(H). Since H is pure, the Poisson kernel
K(T ) is an isometry. According to Theorem 2.1,
K(T ) K(T )* | F2(Hn)2H=IF 2(Hn)2H&88* (3.6)
for some inner multi-analytic operator 8 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)2H).
Since dS I (88*)=8(P0 IE) 8*, Corollary 2.6 implies
Curv(H)=rank(H)& lim
m  
trace[8(P0 IE) 8*Nm].
Therefore, trace[8(P0 IE) 8*N]=0. Since trace is faithful, we obtain
8(P0 IE) 8*Pj=0 for any j=0, 1, ... . This implies 8(P0 IE) 8*=0.
Taking into account that 8 is an isometry, we infer that 8(P0 IE)=0.
Since 8 is multi-analytic, we deduce 8=0. Therefore, K(T ): H  F 2(Hn)
2H is a unitary operator. According to the properties of the Poisson
kernel, we have K(T )* (Si I2H) K(T )=Ti , i=1, ..., n. This shows that
the Hilbert module H is isomorphic to the free Hilbert module
F 2(Hn)2H.
Conversely, assume H is isomorphic to the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn)K,
with K finite dimensional. Then, the row contraction T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] is
unitarily equivalent to [S1 IK , ..., Sn IK] and
rank(H)=rank[F 2(Hn)K]=dim K.
On the other hand, we have
Curv(H)=Curv[F 2(Hn)K]
=(n&1) lim
m  
trace[I&,mSI (I )]
nm
=(n&1) lim
m  
trace [P0+P1+ } } } +Pm&1]
nm
=(n&1) lim
m  
(1+n2+ } } } +nm&1) dim K
nm
=dim K.
This completes the proof. K
Since the pure finite rank contractive Hilbert modules are isomorphic to
quotients of free Hilbert modules F 2(Hn)K, with dim K<, it is
important to study these quotients and their curvature.
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Theorem 3.5. Let M be a closed submodule of the rank-one free module
F 2(Hn). Then F 2(Hn)M has rank one and
Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=1& lim
m  
trace[PmPM Pm]
nm
, (3.7)
where PM is the orthogonal projection of F 2(Hn) onto M.
Proof. The canonical row contraction associated with F 2(Hn)M is
S= :=[PM= S1 |M= , ..., PM=Sn |M=].
Since M= is invariant under each S i* , i=1, ..., n, it is easy to see that the
rank of F 2(Hn)M is one. A simple computation shows that the Poisson
kernel K(S=) associated with S= can be identified with the injection of M=
into F 2(Hn), via a unitary operator U: F 2(Hn)2(S=)M=  F 2(Hn)
intertwining the projections Pm I2(S=)M= and Pm . Therefore, K(S=) K(S=)*
can be identified with the orthogonal projection PM= . According to
Theorem 2.3, we have
Curv[F 2(Hn)M]= lim
m  
trace[PmPM= Pm]
nm
=1& lim
m  
trace[PmPM Pm]
nm
.
This completes the proof. K
Corollary 3.6. If M is a proper closed submodule of F 2(Hn), then
0curv[F 2(Hn)M]<1.
In particular, F 2(Hn)M is not isomorphic to a free Hilbert module.
Proof. It is clear that
curv[F 2(Hn)M]rank[F 2(Hn)M]=1.
Assume curv[F 2(Hn)M]=1. According to Theorem 3.4, the row contrac-
tion [PM= S1 | M= , ..., PM= Sn | M=] is unitarily equivalent to [S1 , ..., Sn].
This implies that M= is invariant subspace under each S1 , ..., Sn . Since
there is no nontrivial reducing subspaces for each S1 , ..., Sn (see [Po3]), we
obtain a contradiction. Therefore, curv[F 2(Hn)M]<1, and the proof is
complete. K
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Corollary 3.7. If M, N are closed submodule of F 2(Hn), then
Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=Curv[F 2(Hn)N]
if and only if
lim
m  
trace[Pm(PM&PN) Pm]
nm
=0.
In what follows we show that the curvature of a quotient of the free
Hilbert module F 2(Hn) can be any positive number in [0, 1].
Theorem 3.8. There is a path [Mt]t # [0, 1] of closed submodules of
F 2(Hn) with
Curv[F 2(Hn)Mt]=t.
Proof. When t=1 we set M1=[0]. If t # [0, 1), then there exist a (finite
or infinite) sequence of strictly increasing natural numbers 1k1<
k2< } } } , and dj # [1, 2, ..., n&1], j=1, 2, ..., such that
1&t= :

j=1
dj
nkj
. (3.8)
Let 41 :=[S k11 , S
k1
2 , ..., S
k1
d1
] and
4j :=[S kj&1n S
kj&kj&1
1
, S kj&1n S
kj&kj&1
2
, ..., S kj&1n S
kj&kj&1
dj
]
for every j=2, 3, ... . Notice that the set 4 :=j=1 4j consists of orthogonal
inner elements in F n . Define
Mt := 
f # 4
(U*fU)[F 2(Hn)].
This is an invariant subspace under each S1 , ..., Sn , and, if kpm<kp+1 ,
p=1, 2..., then
1
nm
:
|:|=m
&PMt e:&
2=
d1nm&k1+ } } } +dpnm&kp
nm
=
d1
nk1
+ } } } +
dp
nkp
.
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Using Theorem 3.5, we infer that
Curv[F 2(Hn)Mt]=1& lim
m  
trace[PmPMt Pm]
nm
=1& :

j=1
dj
nkj
=t.
This completes the proof. K
Notice that, acoording to Corollary 2.7, if n2 and M is a proper closed
submodule of finite codimension in F 2(Hn), then Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=0.
A characterization of the closed submodules M with Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=0
is the following.
Corollary 3.9. Let M be a closed submodule of the free Hilbert
module F 2(Hn). Then Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=0 if and only if there exists a
sequence [.j] j # J of orthogonal inner elements in F n such that PM=
j # J R.~ j R*.~ j and
lim
m  
1
nm
:
|;| =m
:
j # J
&.j (S1 , ..., Sn)* e;&2=1.
Moreover, the sequence [.j] is uniquely determined by M up a unitary
equivalence.
In dimension n2, there exist closed submodules M of infinite codimen-
sion in F 2(Hn) such that Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=0. Indeed, notice that the
subspace M :=[1, e1 , e21 , ..., ]
=F 2(Hn) is invariant under each S i ,
i=1, ..., n, and we have
Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=1& lim
m  
1
nm
:
|;|=m
&PM e;&2
=1& lim
m  
nm&1
nm
=0.
On the other hand, M and M= are infinite dimensional and rank(M)=.
Since Curv[F 2(Hn)M]=Curv[F 2(Hn)F 2(Hn)] and M is not isomorphic
to F 2(Hn), the curvature is not a complete invariant for the quotients of the
rank-one free Hilbert module F 2(Hn).
According to [Po3], a subspace MF 2(Hn)H is reducing for each
S1 , ..., Sn if and only if M=F 2(Hn)H0 , where H0 is a subspace of H.
Assume that MF 2(Hn)H is an invariant subspace under S1 , ..., Sn
and such that it does not contain nontrivial reducing subspaces for
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S1 , ..., Sn . According to [Po2], there exists a Hilbert space E and an
inner multi-analytic operator 8 # B(F 2(Hn)E, F 2(Hn)H) such that
M=8(F 2(Hn)E). Moreover, one can prove by contradiction that 8
is purely contractive, i.e., &(P0 IH) 8(1k)&<&1k& for any k # E.
Although the curvature is not a complete invariant for the quotients of the
rank-one free Hilbert module F 2(Hn), we can prove the following.
Theorem 3.10. Let M1 , M2 be closed submodules of the free Hilbert
module F 2(Hn)H. If M1 , M2 do not contain nontrivial reducing subspaces
for S1 , ..., Sn , then [F 2(Hn)H]M1 &[F 2(Hn)H]M2 if and only if
there exists a unitary operator U # B(H) such that
(IU ) PM1=PM2(IU ). (3.9)
Proof. Since M1 , M2 are invariant subspaces under each S1 I, ...,
Sn I, there exist Hilbert spaces E1 , E2 and inner multi-analytic operators
8j # B(F 2(Hn)Ej , F 2(Hn)H) such that Mj=8j (F 2(Hn)Ej), j=1, 2.
Since M1 , M2 do not contain nontrivial reducing subspaces for each S1 , ...,
Sn , both 81 and 82 are purely contractive. According to Theorem 3.4 from
[Po2], the characteristic function associated with the row contraction
Xj :=[PMj= S1 | Mj= , ..., PMj= Sn | Mj=]
coincides with 8j . Now, Theorem 5.1 from [Po2] shows that the row con-
tractions Xj , j=1, 2 are unitarily equivalent if and only if the characteristic
functions 8j , j=1, 2 coincide, i.e., there exist unitary operators W #
B(E1 , E2) and U # B(H) such that
(IU ) 81=82(IW).
This relation implies
(IU ) 8181*=8282*(IU ), (3.10)
which is equivalent to (3.9). Conversely, assume (3.10) holds. Hence,
81 81*=8383* , (3.11)
where 83 :=(IU*) 82 is an inner multi-analytic operator. Taking into
account that 81 , 83 are multi-analytic operators and using (3.11), we infer
that &(P0 IE1) 81*k&
2=&(P0 IE2 ) 83*k&
2 for any k # F 2(Hn)H. Define
the unitary operator C # B(E1 , E2) by C[(P0 IE1) 81*k]=(P0 IE2) 83*k.
Hence, we have 83C | 1E1=81 | 1E1 and, since 81 , 83 are multi-analytic,
it is easy to see that 83(IC)=81 . Therefore, (IU*) 82(IC)=81 ,
i.e., 81 coincides with 82 . K
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Applying Theorem 3.10 when M1 , M2 are closed submodules of the free
Hilbert module F 2(Hn), we find that F 2(Hn)M1 &F 2(Hn)M2 if and only
if M1=M2 . Moreover, it follows from [Po2] that if H1 , H2 are such that
their corresponding row-contractions T, T $ are completely noncoisometric,
then H1 &H2 if and only if the characteristic functions of T and T $
coincide.
4. EULER CHARACTERISTIC ASSOCIATED WITH
HILBERT MODULES
Let H be a finite rank contractive CF+n -Hilbert module and T :=
[T1 , ..., Tn] be its canonical row contraction. For each m=0, 1, ..., define
Mm(T ) :=span[ p } ! : p # CF+n , deg( p)m, ! # 2(T )H]
and
M(T ) :=span[ p } ! : p # CF+n , ! # 2(T)H].
We say that the Hilbert module H has Euler characteristic if the limit in
(0.2) exists when K=F 2(Hn) and we denote it by /(H).
As in the previous sections, K(T) is the Poisson kernel associated with
T and ,T is the completely positive map associated with H. We also recall
that S=[S1 , ..., Sn] denotes the canonical row contraction associated with
the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn).
Theorem 4.1. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert CF+n -module,
and let T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be its canonical row contraction. Then
/(H)= lim
m  
rank[K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T )]
1+n+ } } } +nm
= lim
m  
dim Mm(T )
dim Mm(S)
=(n&1) lim
m  
rank[I&,mT (I )]
nm
. (4.1)
Proof. Notice that dim Mm(S)=1+n+ } } } +nm and Mm(T) is equal
to the range of K(T )* (Pm I ). Since K(T )* (Pm I ) has finite rank,
we infer that
dim[Mm(T )]=rank[K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T)]. (4.2)
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Therefore, the first equality in (4.1) holds. Since, for each m1, we have
Mm(T)=M0(T )+T1Mm&1(T )+ } } } TnMm&1(T ),
it is clear that
dim[Mm(T )]n dim[Mm&1(T )]+rank(H).
Hence am
rank(H)
nm , where
am :=
dim[Mm(T )]
nm
&
dim[Mm&1(T )]
nm&1
.
Notice that m: am0 am<. Furthermore, every partial sum of the
negative am ’s is greater than or equal to &rank(H), so m: am<0 am
converges as well. Therefore, dim[Mm(T )]nm converges as m  , and
lim
m  
dim Mm(T)
1+n+ } } } +nm
exists.
Due to the properties of the noncommutative Poisson kernel K(T), we
have that
K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T )=K(T )* \I& :
|:|=m+1
S:S:*I+ K(T )
=K(T )* K(T )&K(T )* \ :|:|=m+1 S:S:*I+ K(T )
=IH&,T (I )& :
|:|=m+1
T:T:*+,T (I )
=IH&,m+1T (I ).
Hence, we deduce the second equality in (4.1). This completes the proof.
K
Corollary 4.2. If H is pure, then
/(H)= lim
m  
rank[K(T ) K(T )* (Pm I )]
1+n+ } } } +nm
. (4.3)
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Proof. Since H is pure, the Poisson kernel K(T ) is an isometry.
Therefore,
rank[K(T)* (Pm I )]=rank[K(T ) K(T )* (Pm I )],
and the result follows. K
As in the previous sections, denote B :=[B1 , ..., Bn], where Bi :=
PF s2 S iPF s2 , i=1, ..., n, and Qk=PF s2 PkPF s2 , k=0, 1, ... . A commutative
version of Theorem 4.1 is the following.
Corollary 4.3. Let H be a finite rank contractive Hilbert CF+n -module
such that its canonical row contraction T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] consists of commut-
ing operators. Then
/F s2 (H)=n! limm  
rank[K(T)* (Pm I ) K(T )]
mn
= lim
m  
dim Mm(T )
dim Mm(B)
=n! lim
m  
rank[I&,m+1T (I )]
mn
.
Proof. Since B is a C0 -row contraction, K(B) is an isometry and
therefore,
rank[K(B)* (Pm I ) K(B)]=rank[K(B) K(B)* (Pm I )].
On the other hand, K(B) K(B)* can be identified with PF s2 (see the proof
of Corollary 2.4) and
rank[K(B) K(B)* (Pm I )]=rank[PF s2 PmPF s2 ]
= :
m
k=0
rank[PF s2 Pk PF s2 ]
= :
m
k=0
trace Qk
=
(m+1) } } } (m+n)
n!
.
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Now, following the proof of Theorem 4.1, one can infer that
rank[K(T )* (Pm I ) K(T )]
rank[K(B)* (Pm I ) K(B)]
=
n!
(m+1) } } } (m+n)
rank[I&,m+1T ].
Hence, and according to (0.2), we have
/F s2 (H)=n! limm  
rank[I&,m+1T (I )]
mn
,
which is exactly Arveson’s Euler characteristic (see [Ar2]), and therefore
the limit exists. The second equality in the theorem follows from (4.2). This
completes the proof. K
Corollary 4.4. If H is a finite rank contractive Hilbert CF+n -module,
then
Curv(H)/(H)rank(H). (4.4)
Proof. Since
dim M1(T )n rank(H)+rank(H)=(1+n) rank (H),
we deduce
dim M2(T )n dim M1(T )+rank(H)(1+n+n2) rank (H).
On the other hand, for each m1, we have
Mm(T)=M0(T )+T1Mm&1(T )+ } } } TnMm&1(T ).
An induction argument shows that
dim Mm(1+n+ } } } +nm) rank(H).
Hence,
0
dim Mm
1+n+ } } } +nm
rank(H). (4.5)
Since the trace of a positive operator X is dominated by &X& rank(X ),
Corollary 2.7 implies
Curv(H)=(n&1) lim
m  
trace[I&,mT (I )]
nm
(n&1) lim
m  
rank[I&,mT (I )]
nm
.
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Using the inequality (4.5) and Theorem 4.1, we infer (4.4). The proof is
complete. K
Corollary 4.5. Let M be a closed submodule of the rank-one free
module F 2(Hn). Then F 2(Hn)M has rank one and
/[F 2(Hn)M]= lim
m  
rank[PM= Pm]
1+n+ } } } +nm
. (4.6)
Proof. According to the proof of Theorem 3.5, the canonical row con-
traction associated with F 2(Hn)M is S= :=[PM= S1 | M= , ..., PM= Sn | M=]
and K(S=) K(S=)* can be identified with the orthogonal projection PM= .
Since F 2(Hn)M is pure, we can use Corollary 4.2 in order to obtain
(4.6). K
Proposition 4.6. Let M{0 be a closed submodule of F 2(Hn) which
does not contain nonzero polynomials. Then
/[F 2(Hn)M]=1 and Curv[F 2(Hn)M]<1.
Proof. Since M does not contain nonzero polynomials, we infer that
the vectors [PM=e:] |:|m are linearly independent. Using Corollary 4.4
and Corollary 4.5, we deduce /[F 2(Hn)M]=1. The last part of the proof
is contained in Corollary 3.6. K
In what follows we give an example of a closed submodule M of F 2(H2)
which does not contain nonzero polynomials. Let .(S1 , S2) # F 2 be
defined by
.(S1 , S2) :=&S2+ :

k=0
1
k!
S k1 ,
and let J. be the WOT-closed two sided ideal of F 2 generated by
.(S1 , S2). It is clear that M :=J.(1) & }&2 is an invariant subspace under S1
and S2 . We recall that for any f (S1 , S2) # F 2 , we have
f (*1 , *2)=( f (S1 , S2)(1), z*) ,
where z*=: # F2+* :e: # F
2(H2) and *=(*1 , *2) # B2 . Denote
D :=[(z, ez): z # C]
and notice that .(*1 , *2)=0 for any (*1 , *2) # D & B2 . Using this observa-
tion, it is easy to see that any element f # J. has the the same property.
Moreover, since M :=J.(1) & }&2, any element g # M has the property
(g, z*)=0 for any * :=(*1 , *2) # D & B2 .
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If we assume that there were a polynomial p # P & M, this would imply
p(*1 , *2)=0 for any (*1 , *2) # D & B2 . Since [(z, ez) : |z+ 12 |<1]
D & B2 , it is clear that this leads to a contradiction (see [Ar2]).
Theorem 4.7. Let H be a finite rank contractive CF+n -Hilbert module
and let M be a closed submodule of H such that dim(HM)<. Then M
has finite rank and
|/(H)&/(M)|(n&1) dim(M=). (4.7)
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we infer that rank(M)< and
rank[IM&,mTM(IM)]rank[IH&,
m
T (IH)]+rank(PM=)
+rank[,mT (PM=)].
Therefore, we have
(n&1)
rank[IM&,mTM(IM)]
nm
(n&1)
rank[IH&,mT (IH)]
nm
+
(n&1)(nm+1)
nm
rank(PM=).
Using Theorem 4.1, we obtain
/(M)/(H)+(n&1) rank(PM=). (4.8)
Similarly, since
IH&,mT (IH)=PM&,
m
T (PM)+PM=&,
m
T (PM=),
we deduce
/(H)/(M)+(n&1) rank(PM=). (4.9)
Combining (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain (4.7). This completes the proof. K
To see that the inequality (4.7) is sharp, it is enough to take M=
[F 2(Hn)e1] } } } [F 2(Hn)en]. On the other hand, notice that if
H, K are finite rank contractive Hilbert modules over CF+n and H is
finite dimensional, then /(H)=0, /(HK)=/(K).
The following theorem shows that the Euler characteristic is a complete
invariant for the finite rank submodules of the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn).
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Theorem 4.8. Let M be a finite rank closed submodule of F 2(Hn). Then
/(M)=rank(M).
In particular, if M, N are finite rank closed submodules of F 2(Hn), then
M&N if and only if
/(M)=/(N). (4.10)
Proof. According to Theorem 3.2, there exists a sequence of orthogonal
inner operators [.j]kj=1 in F

n such that
PM= :
k
j=1
R.~ j R*.~ j , (4.11)
where R.~ j=U*.(S1 , ..., Sn) U is the right multiplication operator by .~ j .
Since [.j]kj=1 is a sequence of isometries with orthogonal ranges, we have
rank[IM&,mM(IM)]=rank _\ :
k
j=1
R.~ j Pm&1R*.~ j+ }M&
= :
k
j=1
rank[R.~ j Pm&1]
= :
k
j=1
(1+n+ } } } +nm&1)=k
nm&1
n&1
.
Using Theorem 4.1, we infer
/(M)=(n&1) lim
m  
rank[IM&,mM(IM)]
nm
= lim
m  
k
nm&1
nm
=k=rank(M).
The last part of the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.2. We leave
it to the reader. K
Theorem 4.9. There is a path [Mt]t # [0, 1] of closed submodules of
F 2(Hn) with
/[F 2(Hn)Mt]=t.
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Proof. Let Mt be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.8. According to
Corollary 4.5, we have
/[F 2(Hn)Mt]= lim
m  
rank[PMt= Pm]
1+n+ } } } +nm
. (4.12)
Due to the definition of Mt , for each : # F+n , PMt e: is either zero or e: , and
the same is true for PMt= e: . On the other hand, since the operators PMt= Pr
and PMt= Pq have orthogonal ranges if r{q, we have
rank[PMt=Pm]= :
m
k=0
rank[PMt=Pk]. (4.13)
Now, notice that
rank[PMt=Pm]
nm
=
nm&(d1nm&k1+ } } } +dpnm&kp)
nm
=1&
d1
nk1
& } } } &
dp
nkp
.
Using (4.10), (4.11), (3.8), and the Cauchy’s criterion preceding Theorem 2.3,
we infer that
/[F 2(Hn)Mt]= lim
m  
mk=0 rank[PMt= Pk]
1+n+ } } } +nm
= lim
m  
rank[PMt=Pm]
nm
= lim
m   \1&
d1
nk1
& } } } &
dp
nkp+=t.
The proof is complete. K
5. GAUSSBONNETCHERN THEOREM FOR
GRADED HILBERT MODULES
Let H be a Hilbert space and 1 : T  B(H) be a strongly continuous
unitary representation of the circle group T=[* # C : |*|=1]. The spectral
subspaces of 1 are
Ek :=[h # H : 1(*) h=*kh, * # T], k # Z,
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and we have the orthogonal decomposition
H= } } } E&1 E0 E1  } } } .
With respect to this decomposition, we have
1(*)= :

k=&
*kEk , * # T,
where Ek is the orthogonal projection of H onto Ek . We call H a graded
Hilbert space with respect to the gauge group 1. A Hilbert CF+n -modules
H is said to be graded if there is a distinguished gauge group 1 on H such
that
1(*) Ti1(*)&1=*Ti
for any * # T and i=1, ..., n, where [T1 , ..., Tn] is the canonical row con-
traction associated with H. Notice that Ti Ek=Ek+1T i for any k # Z and
i=1, ..., n. A subspace MH is said to be graded if 1(*)MM for any
* # 1. It is clear that if MH is a graded (closed) submodule of H, then
M is a graded Hilbert CF+n -module and the gauge group of M is the
corresponding subrepresentation of 1. Similarly, the quotient HM is
graded.
Let us remark that the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn) is a graded Hilbert
CF+n -module with respect to the canonical gauge group 1 : T  B(F
2(Hn))
defined by
1(*) \ :: # Fn+ a:e:+= :: # Fn+ *
|:|a: e: , (5.1)
for any : # Fn+ a:e: # F
2(Hn). In what follows we characterize the rank-one
graded submodules of the free Hilbert module F 2(Hn).
Proposition 5.1. Any rank-one graded submodule M of F 2(Hn) has the
form
M=F 2(Hn)p
for some homogeneous polynomial p # P.
Proof. Assume that M is a graded submodule of F 2(Hn). According to
Theorem 3.2, there exists an inner element ,(S1 , ..., Sn) # F n with the
property that M=F 2(Hn), . For each * # T, define ,*(S1 , ..., Sn) :=
,(*S1 , ..., *Sn), which makes sens according to the F n -functional calculus
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[Po6]. According to the noncommutative von Neumann inequality [Po4],
[Po6], we have
&,(*S1 , ..., *Sn)&&,(S1 , ..., Sn)&
=&,(*(* S1), ..., *(* Sn))&
&,(*S1 , ..., *Sn)&.
Therefore &,*(S1 , ..., Sn)&=&,(S1 , ..., Sn)&=1. On the other hand, it is
easy to see that &,*(S1 , ..., Sn)(1)&=&,(S1 , ..., Sn)(1)&=1. Now we can use
[APo1] to infer that ,*(S1 , ..., Sn) is inner in F n . Since M is a graded sub-
module, we have 1(*)M=M for any * # T, and hence M=F 2(Hn), =
F 2(Hn), * , * # T. Fix * # T such that *m{1 for any m=1, 2, ... . Apply-
ing the noncommutative Wold decomposition [Po1] (see also [Po3]) to
the row contracrion [S1 |M , ..., Sn |M], we infer that ,*=a, for some a # T.
Since ,=j=0 pj , where p j is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j, we
must have
(1&a) p0+(*&a) p1+(*2&a) p2+ } } } =0. (5.2)
Let pk be the first nonzero polynomial in the sequence p0 , p1 , ... . Relation
(5.2) becomes
(*k&a) pk+(*k+1&a) pk+1+ } } } =0.
Since pk {0 we must have *k=a. Since for any mk+1,
*m&a=*m&*k{0,
we must have pk+1= pk+2= } } } =0. Hence ,= pk , and the proof is
complete. K
If n2, contrary to the commutative case (see Theorem F from [Ar2]),
there exist graded invariant subspaces of infinite codimension and finite
rank. In fact, according to Proposition 5.1, any rank-one graded sub-
module M of F 2(Hn) has this property.
In what follows we prove the following version of GaussBonnetChern
theorem for graded Hilbert CF+n -modules.
Theorem 5.2. If H is a graded finite rank contractive Hilbert CF+n -module,
then there exists a graded submodule H0 {0 of H such that
Curv(H0)=/(H0). (5.3)
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If in addition H is pure, then there exists a finite codimensional submodule
H0 of H satisfying (5.3).
Proof. Let T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be the canonical row contraction of H and
let
1(*)= :

k=&
*kEk , * # T,
be the gauge group of H. Since
Ti Ek=Ek+1 Ti , k # Z, i=1, ..., n, (5.4)
we infer that T1 T1*+ } } } TnTn* commutes with 1(*) and hence
1(*) 2(T )=2(T ) 1(*), * # T.
The spectral theorem shows that Ek2(T )=2(T ) Ek , k # Z. Since 2(T) is a
finite rank operator we must have Ek2(T)=2(T ) Ek=0 for all but a finite
number of k # Z. Hence, there exist k0k1 such that
2(T)=2(T ) Ek0+2(T ) Ek0+1+ } } } 2(T ) Ek1 . (5.5)
Using relation (5.4), we have
,T (Ek)= :
n
i=1
TiEk Ti*=Ek+1 :
n
i=1
TiT i*. (5.6)
If kk1 , then Ek+12(T)=0, and using (5.6), we obtain
,T (Ek)=Ek+1 for any kk1 . (5.7)
Define the submodule H0 H by setting
H0 := :

k=k1
Ek H.
Let TH0 :=[T1 | H0 , ..., Tn | H0] be the row contraction associated with H0
and let ,TH0 : B(H0)  B(H0) be the corresponding c.p. map. According to
(5.7), we infer that
,mTH0(IH0)= :

k=k1
,mT (Ek)= :

p=m+k1
Ep
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for any m=0, 1, ... . Therefore,
IH0&,
m+1
TH0
(IH0)=Ek1+Ek1+1+ } } } +Ek1+m
is a projection and hence
trace[IH0&,
m+1
TH0
(IH0)]=rank[IH0&,
m+1
TH0
(IH0)]
for any m=0, 1, ... . Using Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 4.1, we infer relation
(5.3). Now let us assume that H is pure. According to (5.5), we have that
2(T )H=2(T )Ek0 2(T )Ek0+1  } } } 2(T ) Ek1 .
is a finite dimensional graded subspace of H and
2(T )HEk0 Ek0+1  } } } . (5.8)
Since Ek0 Ek0+1  } } } is invariant under each T1 , ..., Tn , we have
p(T1 , ..., Tn) 2(T ) h # Ek0 Ek0+1  } } } (5.9)
for any polynomial p # P and h # H. Since H is pure, the Poisson trans-
form K(T ) is an isometry and
H=K(T)* (H)=[ p(T1 , ..., Tn) 2(T ) h : p # P, h # H]&.
Hence and using (5.8), we obtain
H=Ek0 Ek0+1  } } } .
Notice that for any polynomial p # P of degree m we have
p(T1 , ..., Tn) 2(T )HEk0+m Ek0+m+1  } } } .
Using (5.8) and the finite dimensionality of 2(T )H, we infer that all the
spectral subspaces Ek0 , Ek0+1 , ..., are finite dimensional, and hence
H=0 =Ek0 Ek0+1  } } } Ek1&1
is finite dimensional. The proof is complete. K
Theorem 5.3. Let H be a graded Hilbert CF+n -module. If H is pure
and has rank one, then
Curv(H)=/(H).
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Proof. Since 2(T ) is a rank-one operator, there exists k0 # Z such that
2(T )=Ek0 2(T )=2(T ) Ek0 {0 (5.10)
and 2(T ) Ek=0 for any k # Z, k{k0 , where [Ek]k # Z are the spectral pro-
jections of the gauge group of H. Since H is pure, using similar arauments
as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we obtain
H=Ek0 Ek0+1  } } } .
From (5.4) and (5.10), we infer that
2(T ) T:*T;2(T ) Ek0=2(T ) Ek0+|;| &|:| T:*T;2(T )
which is zero if |:|{|;| and equal to Ek0 2(T ) T:*T;2(T ) if |:|=|;|.
Therefore, 2(T ) T:*T;2(T )=0 for any :, ; # F+n with |:|{|;|. Now, using
the definition of the Poisson transform K(T ), a straightforward computa-
tion shows that
(Pm I ) K(T ) K(T )* (e; h)=K(T ) K(T )* (Pm I )(e; h)
for any ; # F+n , h # H. Since K(T) is an isometry, it is clear that K(T )
K(T )* (Pm I ) is an orthogonal projection and
trace[K(T) K(T)* (Pm I )]=rank[K(T ) K(T )* (Pm I )].
Using Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 4.1, we complete the proof. K
Let us mention that, in the commutative case, a version of the
GaussBonnetChern theorem for pure graded Hilbert modules was
obtained by Arveson [Ar2].
Corollary 5.4. Let H be a pure finite rank contractive Hilbert
CF+n -module and let T :=[T1 , ..., Tn] be its associated row contraction. If
2(T ) T:*T;2(T )=0, for any :, ; # F+n with |:|{|;| then
Curv(H)=/(H).
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